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IBTRODUCTlOR

The survey of the la~guages of the Seko area was conducted as
a follo~up to the survey by Grimes and Grimes of the languages of
south Sulawesi (to appear) in 1982-83. Our purpose was to
determine tentative language and dialect variations and their
boundaries in the area known as Seko by comparing lexical
similarity from wordlists taken in the Seko villages. We also
sought information about sociolinguistic factors to help us know
how to conduct further language study in Seko. The survey' team
visited all twenty-three villages in the Seko area. Wordlists and
sociolinguistic data were obtained in most of those villages,
exceptions being villages where we had no reason to suspect that
the linguistic and sociolinguistic data was different from"other
villages.

The participants of the survey team who collected and
analyzed the data were Thomas V. Laskowske and Kathryn B.
Laskowske.

SODRI ACCOUNT

The survey team left Ujung Pandang on October 13, 1984 headed
for Pa1opo. On October 15 and 16 we met the Bupati (District
Government Head) H.A. Mubara nappi, the DanDim (District Military
Commander), the Kapolres (District Chief of Police), and the
Kepala Cabang Dinas Perkebunan (Branch Director of the Department
of Plantations) at their respective offices in Pa10po, capital of
the Luwu District. Letters were obtained for the Camat
(Subdistrict Government Head) of Limbong and for the subdistrict
police. (The purpose of meeting with the Plantations Director was
not part of our language survey, but was done as a service to
BAPPEDA (Regional Development Planning Board) and Dinas Perkebunan
to investigate the suitability of Seko for growing tea). We then
went to Sabbang where we arranged for most of our things to be
carried by horse for the four-day walk into Seko (see map, Figure
1 in Appendix).

The morning of October 17, we drove our motorcycle to
Kanandede and reported to the subdistrict police. We stored our
motorcycle there, at the home of a local official, although in
hindsight we decided it would not have been very difficult to
drive to Salutallang. We continued our journey walking to Komba
where we reported to the Danramil (subdistrict military
commander). We then continued on to Kawalean for the night. In
Sa1utallang, we met with S. Palu1lungan, the Wakil Camat (Deputy
Head of the subdistrict government), who wrote letters to the
kepala desas (Heads of local government) of the five desas we
planned to visit. On October 19, we left Saluta11ang with a Seko
Padang man and later joined up with his five horses and his
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family. We arrived in Eno the evening of the second day and began
to gather linguistic and sociolinguistic data there.

Eno is centrally located in Seko Padang, so we used that
village as our home while travelling to surrounding villages in
Desa Padang Raya and Desa Padang Balua'. We gathered data in the
following villages: Eno, Lodang, Bengke, Tanete, Parawa1eang, Bana
and Singka10ng. While in Seko Padang, we also looked over a piece
of land which is a good site for a small airstrip. The site is
free of trees or bushes, has excellent overall clearance, and in
generally very level, although some work would be required before
it can be used. The only disadvantage is that it is slightly
under 400 meters long.

From Seko Padang, we continued on November 1 to the area
called Seko Tengah, made up of the one desa Tana Makaleang. Of
the five villages in this area, we stopped and gathered data ~n
four: Amballong, Pewaneang, Pokappaang and Hoyane.

Finally, we went to Seko Lemo, comprised of the two desas,
desa Tirobali and desa Malimongan. We passed through all the
villages in these two desas, stopping and gathering data in the
two kota desas (principal village of the desa): Rantedanga' and
Kariango. From Seko Lemo we walked back out of the Seko area,
reaching Salutallang on the second day where we reported at the
Camat's office. We continued on that day, reporting in at Komba
(Koramil) and Kanandede (police). Since leaving Kanandede on foot
on October 17, we had walked 333 km (207 miles). We spent the
night in Kanandede and returned the next day, the 11th of
November, to Sabbang and Palopo. On the 12th we reported back in
to the Bupati, DanDim, the police and the Kantor Perkebunan. That
night we returned to Ujung Pandang, arriving there early on the
morning of November 13, 1984, a month after leaving.

GOVERRMERT, POPULATION

Seko is located entirely in kecamatan Limbong, kabupaten
Luwu, South Sulawesi. About 16 kilometers north of Seko is the
Central Sulawesi border. All Seko is divided into three parts,
consisting of five desas as listed in Table 1. (See Appendix)

Rongkong is the area along the road going into Seko and is
divided into two parts. Lower Rongkong (Bawah) extends from
Sabbang to Buka, and Upper Rongkong (Atas) extends from Kanandede
to the vicinity of Salutallang.

BACICGROURD OF WHAT IS MEABT BY "SElCO"

Seko is separated from Rongkong by a distance of about 50 km
of uninhabited forest, as well as a mountain/watershed divide.
All the rivers in Seko flow west into the Karama River of Mamuju,
whereas all Rongkong rivers flow east to the Bay of Bone. The
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geographical isolation causes outsiders to perceive the area as a
unit.

Furthermore, during the time of the Dutch rule, the area was
unified under an administrative entity and COllectively referred
to as Seko. Previously, however, only the people in Seko Tengah
referred to themselves or their language with the name "Seko", as
they still do today. The term Seko is derived from a word which
means sahabat or "close friend".

The inhabitants of Seko Lemo are relatively recent immigrants
from Upper Rongkong, and they speak the Rongkong language. The
people living in Seko Padang prefer to call themselves 12 Padang,
"the people of Padang". and their language Sua To Padang, "the
language of the people of Padang". They don't seem to mind,
however, their language being referred to as Bahasa Seko Padang or
Bahasa Seko, following the tendency for groups in this part of the
world to name their language after the geographical/political area
in which they live.

LANGUAGE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The focus of our survey was the languages of the people
living in Seko. Our main method for determining language
differences and boundaries between languages was taking wordlists
in representative villages, and then comparing those wordlists.
To further understand the language situation, we took
sociolinguistic questionnaires in various villages, and also asked
informal questions as we stayed with the people or walked the
trails with them.

204 of the 216 words on the wordlist were compared. 12 words
were eliminated because we felt those words 1) were too difficult
for the respondents to~ answer satisfactorily, usually because
there was not a one-to-one lexical correspondence between their
languages and Indonesian or 2) would bias the results because of
lexical repetition. After comparisons were made, the percentages
of lexical similarity were tabulated (see Table 2 in Appendix).

We determined that two words were apparent cognates when we
could readily reconstruct one word from the other based on
generally accepted comparative reconstruction principles for
phonetically similar segments. Thus we are recognizing genetic
relationships without proposing the proto-forms. This is an
attempt to approximate a diachronic approach, which we feel is
valid, but we did not rigorously construct correspondence sets nor
did we analyze for loan words, as would be done in an in-depth
analysis for true cognates. We felt it was beyond the scope of
this survey to attempt a historical reconstruction. The term
"cognate" where used in the rest of this paper should be
understood to mean apparent cognate, an initial approximation of
true cognate percentages.
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In some cases we made opposite dicisions than if we had
followed a synchronic approach. For example, we called [bua]
cognate with hoa "fruit" even though more than half of the
phonetic segments are different, because b is in a regular
correspondence set weth h, and u and 0 are ~both back vowels.
Again, ono is cognate~ with -unun "six" because in the first
language there are no [n]s at the ends of words, and because the
o's and u's are back vowels. On the other hand, we did not count
[bo?u and-ba?ru] "new" as cognate even though more than half of
the segments are the same. We may have counted them as cognate if
there were no other evidence available, but someone from another
village gave both hou and bak aru for this word. Thus, hou is
cognate with [bo?u] because of regular b/h correspondence sets
between these languages; [ba"ru] is in correspondence with bak aru
through the alternation of ?: with k and the addition of an a

Even though our methodS-were somewhat different from those of
Grimes and Grimes, When we compared our cognate dicisions with
theirs on the same wordlists, the average of the six comparisons
was exactly the same. The average variaton was 1.3% with the
greatest variation at only 2%. We conclude that our methods for
making cognate decisions produced very similar results.

According to the threshold percentages used by Grimes and
Grimes in their work, two wordlists are in the same group if the
percentages are as follows:

80-100% same language
75-80 % same subfamily
60-75 % same family
45-60 % same stock
25-45 % same superstock

These values are useful for prelimenary classification based on
lexical similarity, only until in-depth analyses are made of the
phonologies, grammars, and lexicons. In particular,
intelligibility testing is needed to differentiate languages.
Nevertheless, we appreciate the value of measuring lexical
similarity, even for initially differentiating dialects.

Theoretically, if two people speak the same dialect, they
know and use the same phonology, grammar, and lexicon. Therefore,
one would expect 100% similiraty between two wordlists of the same
dialect. However, when we compared wordlists berween speakers of
the same dialect (according to our sociolinguistic survey) in Seko
Padang, the lexical similarity ranged from 91-98% with an average
of 95%. A discussion of the factors which cause the percentages
to be less than 100% is beyond the scope of this paper. However,
we feel that the percentage will go no lower than the mid-nineties
between two wordlists of the same dialect provided that the field
linguist is experienced and that the respondent has a ready
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Our results confirmed the results of Grimes and Grimes'
language survey of South Sulawesi as follows:

1) Seko (the language) should not be included in the
northern South Sulawesi Family, but should be included in the
South Sulawesi Stock. Shared-cognate range 49-59%. Average 55%.

2) The Rampi language should be excluded from the South
Sulawesi Stock. Range 34-41%, Average 38%.

3) Residents of Seko Lemo speak the Rongkong language.
Range 85-90%, Average 88% (with the Rongkong Atas dialect).

4) Kalumpang, Rongkong, and Toraja should all be considered
different languages within the same subfamily.

90-100% one language, one dialect
81-90 % one language, two dialects

with 88-92% as a gray area. Values above 90% do not prove that
there are not two dialects, however. Significant differences in
the grammars or phonologies should be taken into account when
discovered.

CONCLUSIOIIS ABOUT LAIIGUAGE RELATIONSHIPS

knowledge of both his own language and the elicitation language.
Where a respondent gives answers reflecting an unusually high
number of Indonesian borrowings or misunderstandings, he may cause
the percentage of lexical similarity to be further lowered 3-5
percent. (We had two such wordlists, Parawaleang and Kariango.)
In order to allow for this possibility, we think percentages from
88-100% should intially be considered one dialect, with 88-92%
being a gray~ area between same versus different dialects. Less
than 88% similarity seems to represent truly different lexicons.
The field linguist needs to distinguish dialects because of the
possible need for adapting written materials for multiple
dialects. Therefore, as a preliminary step, we suggest this
guideline for differentiating dialects based on apparent cognate
percentages:

Range Average
Rongkong with Kalumpang 73-81% 77%
Rongkong with Toraja (Grimes) 74-78% 77%
Toraja (Grimes)~with Kalumpang 72-75% 74%

5) Our wordlist from Seko Tengah and Rongkong Atas agreed
with the Grimes and Grimes' lists for those locations to the
following degrees:
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Seko Tengah
Rongkong atas

Range
93-99%
96%

Average
96%
96%

6) Comparison of opposite ends of the Kalumpang area show
81% similarity. we affirm that the Kalumpang language could
possibly extend from the Mamuju-Luwu border (Bau wordlist) into
Kecamatan Mambi in Polmas. (Makki wordlist taken on the UNHAS-SIL
PUS survey.) However, because 81% is only marginally the same
language, there is a definite need for further survey and
intelligibility testing.

Our comparisons also revealed the following new information:
1) The Seko Family is composed of not -one, but three

languages. Seko Padang was previously thought to be a dialect in
relation to Seko Tengah, and Panasuan was unclassified.

Seko Padang - Seko Tengah
Panasuan - Seko Tengah
Panasuan - Seko Padang

Range
66-75%
66-70%
62-64%

Average
71%
67%
63%

We don't know whether there has ever been reference to a "Padang"
language in Sulawesi. In the literature, reference has been made
to only one Seko language, at best with mention of two dialects,
as in the Grimes and Grimes' South Sulawesi survey. We consider
the terminology "the Seko language" too general and therefore
potentially confusing. We thus propose that the two languages
should be distinguished by using the terms "Seko Tengah" and "Seko
Padang".

2) Among South Sulawesi languages, Panasuan relates most
closely to the Seko Tengah and Seko Padang languages (see
percentages above; also see footnote **). Chaining relationships
among languages in the Seko Family exist, but are not pronounced
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Chaining Relationships in the Seko Language FamiIy

Wono Lodang
Seko Padang

Seko Tengah Panasuan

Seko languages, Panasuan relates most closely with
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60%
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90%

After the
Rongkong
it in the
Stock.

3) The Bana language is called To Bau by the speakers of the
language and compares with Uma (Pipikoro) at 95% (compared with an
Uma wordlist obtained from Michael Martens, December, 1984). The
people themselves claim to originate from Kantewu (central Uma
area), and we were told that they went to live in the forest when
the Dutch came, to avoid being governed by them. Thus, it appears
that Bana is not a separate language, but is the Uma language.

4) We compared the wordlist from Singkalong in desa Padang
Balua' with a wordlist taken in 1983 in Onondoa, the central and
largest village in the Rampi area (UNHAS-SIL Rampi survey).
Lexical similarity was 92%, so we conclude that it is indeed the
Rampi language.

5) People from Bau claim to speak Te'da, the Karama dialect
of the Kalumpang language. Although people perceive the Karama
dialect as a separate dialect, our data indicates that there is a
very close relationship to the Kalumpang dialect (91%). When
comparing both of these, however, to a Makki wordlist taken on a
previous UNHAS-SIL survey (Dec 1983) in Kabupaten Polmas, the
similarity was only 82%, indicating that this Makki word list
represents a definitely separate dialect, not just an alternate
name for Ka1umpang.

6) The wordlist taken in Lodang ranged 84-91%, average 88%,
similar to wordlists taken in the rest of Seko Padang. Lodang
should tentatively be considered a separate dialect of the Seko
Padang language.

TIlE SEKO PEOPLE

Economy - Subsistence farming is the livelihood of almost
everyone in Seko, as it has been for centuries. Basic foods are
grown, gathered or produced locally, including rice, vegetables,
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meat, fish, coffee and cane sugar. The Seko economy is only
marginally based on money. Instead, the barter system iS used,
both among themselves and with traders who come through the area
with horseloads of goods. Cloth, kitchenware, flour, white sugar,
etc., can be obtained by trading coffee beans. Sometimes the Seko
people will load their own horses with coffee, and make the
4-to-5-day trip to Sabbang or Palopo and sell it for cash.
Because markets are so difficult to reach, it is not profitable
for Seko people to increase food production, even though the land
is fertile and could support more.

Seko's most distinctive geographical feature is its
isolation. The absence of a serviceable road connecting Seko with
coastal areas is the foremost problem mentioned by local leaders.
Some years ago there was a road to Seko, but due to lack of
maintenance it has become impassable except to horses and foot
traffic. It may be several years before existing roads will be
improved or new roads built in Kecamatan Limbong. The work will
probably be done in stages, with uncertainty as to when it might
finally reach Seko.

The altitude of the villages in Seko ranges from about 900 to
1500 meters. This has proved to be suitable for coffee production.
It is said that 1100-1500 meters is also suitable for growing tea.

The land in Seko Padang is broad and expansive, while in Seko
Tengah and Seko Lema it is steep with very little space for
expanding their rice paddies. Most of the rice grown in Seko
Tengah comes from dry-land cultivation. On the other hand, Seko
Padang has much land suitable for paddy rice, some of which has
been used as such in the past, but which now lies fallow, because
owners have moved to Central Sulawesi. (It is said that they are
unwilling to move back to Seko, because the isolation prevents
them from education and marketing opportunities that ~they
presently enjoy in Central Sulawesi.) In the Seko region, Seko
Padang seems to have the greatest potential for growth both in
population and economy.

Education Many villages have their own primary school.
However, in the whole Seko area of five desas, including 23
villages, there is presently only one SMP (Junior High School) in
Pawaneang, Desa Tana Makaleang. This SMP reflects the desire of
the people for education, as we were told that it iS a
volunteer-type school, run by the local people rather than by the
government. There is no SMA (High School) in the area. The
closest SMA is in Sabbang, four days' walk from Seko, a distance
of about  125 km from most villages. A road would enable more to
attend this and other schools. Regardless of limited education
opportunities, most of the Seko people we met could speak
Indonesian, exceptions being children up to age 10-12 and some
elderly adults.
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Religion - All of the people in the Seko area were reported
to be either Christian or Islam, with a greater percentage of
Christians in each language group. Seko Lemo, speaking the
Rongkong language, is unique in that it is about 99% Christian,
while speakers of the same language in the Rongkong Atas area are
about 80% Islam.

Health Facilities - We did not hear of any health facilities
in Seko. The closest, a Balai Kesehatan (medical clinic), is two
days' walk away, in Salutallang. Here again, a road is a felt
need. (After returning to Ujung Pandang, however, we met a young
man who said that his sister has been running a Balai Kesehatan in
Pokappaang for 10 years.)

CONCLUSION

By completing this survey and subsequent analysis, we feel we
met our objectives of mapping the languages in Seko based on
lexical similarity. We have determined that six languages are
spoken in Seko, but four of them are centered outside of Seko.
Only Seko Tengah and Seko Padang are spoken primarily in the Seko
area. These two are best considered as separate languages, rather
than as dialects of the same language. Furthermore, we have
proposed to classify Panasuan as part of the Seko Family. There
is a need for further linguistic field work in all three of these
languages.
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** There is also a folktale told in Seko Tengah about the common
origin of the Panasuan and the Seko people which strengthens the
probability of an ethnic relationship between them.
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APPENDIX- Maps and Tables

Figure 1 - Villages and Government Boundaries in Seko
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Figure 3 - Mapof Languages in Seko
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(1) Desa population figures were obtained from the Camat's
office.

(2) The first village listed for each desa is the Kota Desa.
(3) Village population figures were generally obtained on

site from local leaders.
(4) Not included in this figure are 63 Bana people who, at

the time, were not living in the Bana village.
(5) A hypen (-) means that we did not obtain a population

estimate from anyone while we were in that area.
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Area Desa Popu1ation(1) Village(2) Popu1ation(3)

Seko Padang 1843 Eno 426
Padang Balua Tanete 455

Bana (4) 120
Kalammio 200
Parawaleang 237
Kampung Baru 100
Tanete Huko 50
Singkalong 457

Padang 881 Lodang 527
Raya Bengke 200

Busak 200

Seko Tana 2288 Pokappaang 700
Tengah Maka1eang Pewaneang 500

Hoyane 400
Poak-Poak 370
Amba110ng 532

Seko Tirobali 1721 Rantedanga 685
Lemo Bua Kayu(5) -

Kampung Baru -
Seppulung -
Beroppa' -

Malimongan 921 Kariango 500
Se'pon 420

Total 7654

Table 1 CovernmeAtaDdPopulation of Seko
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Table 2. Percentage of Lexical Similarity
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SNG Singkalong STG Seko tengah-Grimes
BAN Bana HOY Hoyane
PAR Parawaleang AMB Amba110ng
TAN Tanete PAN Panasuan
EN1 Eno. man from outside Seko Mak Makki - PUS Survey
EN2 Eno. woman from outside Seko KAL Ka1umpang - Grimes
EN3 Eno. man from Seko BAU Bau
EN4 Eno. woman from Seko KAR Kariango
BEN Bengke BAN Rantedanga'
LOD Lodang RKG Rongkong Atas-Grimes
PEW Pewaneang RKK Kawa1ean
POK Pokappaang TOR Toraja - Grimes

Table 3 - SUMmary of Languages Spoken in Seko

Language Name Village Where Spoken

Seko Padang Padang Ba1ua' (in Eno, Tanete, Ka1ammio
and Parawa1eang)

Padang Raya (in Lodong and Bengke)

Uma Padang Balua' (only in Bana)

Rampi Padang Balua' (only in Singka1ong)

Seko Tengah Tana Maka1eang (in all the villages)

Rongkong Tiroba1i (in Rantedanga',Kampung Baru,
Seppu1ung and Beroppa')

Ma1imongan (in both villages)

Ka1umpang Tirobali (only in Bua Kayu)
(DialectTe'da)
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Kalumpang

Language Name Number of Speakers

Seko Padang About 2100 living in Seko. There are reported to
be one to two times that many Seko Padang speakers
in Central Sulawesi, people who moved there in the
early 1950s and have not returned.

Seko Tengah 2502.

Rongkong 2992 living in the Seko area. There are an
additional 3039 speakers of this linguage living
in the Rongkong Atas area, south of Seko. This
totals 6031 speakers of Rongkong, not counting the
Rongkong Bawah dialect.

Table 5 - Lexical Similarity Summary

South Sulawesi
Stock

Northern ~
South Sulawesi
Family
Toraja
Sub-FamilyToraja

~
Rongkong

Central Sulawesi
Stock

Seko
Family

Table 4 - Humber of Speakers of the Three Main Languages in Seko

Panasuan

Seko Tengah

Seko Padang

Pamona
Family

Kaili
FamilyUma44

40 38

39 39 71

37 39 63 67 ~

36 37 51 54 58 ~

36 39 53 56 58 77

34 38 47 50 53 74 77 ~

Rampi
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